INTRODUCTION

Scientific studies confirm that fidelity in a relationship
was recognized as one of the most important features of our
"other half". So, one of the most hurtful things that can
happen to us while being in a relationship with another
person is his or her infidelity. The present times vary
considerably from the days of our parents. Our times are
dripping with nudity and sex which pours out on us from
TV screens and computers. You can see it in the
commercials, music videos, newspapers. All this affects
male-female relationships. Each betrayal is a drama, a
drama of a person who discovers, mostly by a chance, that
for so many years he or she has been lied to and cheated on.
In the long-standing relationships we get used to our "other
half", and the heat of desire inflamed long ago slowly
begins to fade… Until it is going to be burst again,
unfortunately, by somebody else. The fight of the reason
with your heart begins. The reason tells us that after all you
know each other „for so many years”, „you have children”, while the
heart says quite something else. In this guide I discussed thoroughly and in
details the reasons for which the women cheat on. I have presented in here
the genesis of a betrayal, where it comes from, what it results from, and what
it consists of. So that the reader can easily see the mistakes he made as well
as the ones he cannot make in order not to be betrayed. Later in the book, I

will discuss the 10 factors that favour the betrayal, and how to recognize that
your woman does not love you anymore, and then you will know that you
whether you are cheated on or not. This book describes carefully the most
characteristic signals and ways of woman’s behaviour, which prove that the
woman can have someone. Then I am going to explain how 99% of women
are cheating on their men, what they are doing and who offers them help so
nobody will know the truth. At the very end of the book I will focus on how
your life should look after the betrayal, what to do when you want to forgive
and what to do when you want to live.
The book is for the people who are currently in a relationship and
suspect their women of infidelity, as well as for those which are not in
relationship, or create a happy relationship, so they will know for the future
how to recognize a betrayal, to react in time and perhaps even save the
relationship. The book is for those who are in a normal relationship and for
those who are married. Undoubtedly, males and females differ very much
from each other, including the issue of infidelity. Women behave differently
and cheat on for other reasons than men. Everything has been written on the
basis of my own experience and the observations of my own relationships, as
well as the ones of my friends.

THE REASONS FOR WHICH THE WOMEN CHEAT ON

As I mentioned in the introduction the women cheat on

differently to the men. In order to become unfaithful to her
man or a husband, a woman needs to leave him emotionally.
The women, firstly, leave emotionally and then physically by breaking up
with him. It happens that before she definitively goes away a lot of time will
pass. One of my ex-girlfriends said the following words when she was
leaving „But I left you over a year ago”. As she said, during that year our
relationship was slowly hitting the bottom line. All signs on Heaven and
Earth that something wrong is going on but I underestimated them.
When a woman walks away emotionally from a man she is up to
making new friends”. It is easy to recognize such a woman in a shop, on a
street, at the party, or at work. Ironically, it is easy to recognize a woman
who has somebody from the woman who is single. If she is in love with her
man, it is very hard to get to her, and what to say about establishing any
closer relation. When a woman walks away emotionally, it may take a very
long time, even a few years before she finally leaves the guy. Perhaps she
will never leave him, but she will cheat on him regularly. Before she leave
him for somebody else, she will make sure that the new guy will fulfill
her needs. The woman will have to make a few, even more than a dozen
meetings with a potentially new man, to make sure that she can decide on the
final step, which is the definite break-up with her present lover. It's just like
with the work which no longer gives you so much fun as it used to, over time,
you'll want to change it for a better job, more profitable, giving more
satisfaction and emotions. However you won’t quit your job unless you find
another one, after all, the bills do no pay themselves. You will be searching
until you find it. You will be browsing through different offers and proposals,
but before you decide on a change you will need to be 100% sure. The same
is with the women, they can be stuck in toxic relationships for many years
before they finally decide to leave. Nevertheless, before they do it, it is very
likely, that they will cheat on their present partners many times. When a
woman walks away emotionally from a man she does it mostly because she’s
lacking something. The betrayal is often very precisely planned from A to Z.
The woman does it very discretely and sometimes one has to hire a private
investigator to catch her red-handed. While the men cheat on basing on „the
impulse” and they aren’t so discreet as the women. It is very easy to work
them out and this is what differs us from women. Women give away as
often as men do it if they have a reason for that, but they are very

discreet and careful in this, so that their partner will not even know this,
neither he will suspect that the love of their life allowed herself for a fling
or for a long love affair with another man.
The woman that cheated on her man must have some reasons for that.
So she must be unsatisfied on: emotional, sexual, and financial grounds.
The problems hidden inside each of these elements are pushing women into
the arms of another man. Even though sometimes couples make terrible
mistakes they tend to think that when they get married or have a baby
„everything is going to change for the better”. However, in the real world it
is not possible. Nowadays, the marriage is a brittle institution. A very large
number of marriages is settled as the woman moved away emotionally from a
man, such a marriage lasts very briefly. When a marriage takes a longer time
then the husband and the wife live together like cats and dogs, and they are
only with each other because of the children, or „what will people say” and
„what the family will say”. In a such an unhappy relationship or a marriage it
is very easy for a back-door affair .

